Plastic Slip Sheets have replaced wooden pallets and fiber slip sheets as the storage and shipping choice of many industries. A less expensive alternative, custom-designed, die-cut Plastic Slip Sheets allow you to ship more product in less space and:

- meet unitized load parameters
- reduce transportation weight and cost
- comply with import/export regulations
- eliminate wooden pallet certification
- maximize warehouse space
- resist moisture and bacteria
- end rodent and insect damage
- increase product stabilization
- reduce load migration

*CO-extruded with dual COF from a proprietary blend of recycled and virgin resins.

Users of Plastic Slip Sheets now include:

- food and beverage industry growers, manufacturers and distributors
  - beef, pork, and poultry
  - fresh and frozen vegetables
  - beverages
  - pet foods
- restaurant and fast food chains
- electronics
- retail
- home improvement
- exporters worldwide
- and others

Reduce your waste disposal costs! Ask about the Recapture Program. We buy back and recycle used plastic slip sheets containing no contaminants. We even arrange transportation and pay the freight from your location to ours.